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Q. Your brothers and sisters and what your life was

like you know as Jew as youngster and then how it

started to change you know what changes you saw as the war

started to affect you.

A. Well childhood.

Q. Well you know as you were growing up how

things changed when the Germans came in and so on whatever.

A. Okay.

Q. So okay

10 A. Its on

11 Q. Its on isnt it

12 A. Okay. My name is Andrew Engle. was born in

13 Hungary in the little town of Nach-alos of the Suburbs

14 County in 1917 November 19. My father and went way back

15 my grandfather uncles everybody was farming. When was

16 little boy we moved into the town of Mirakasa. That is

17 the place where went to the elementary school. The

18 elementary school was Jewish.

19 After four years elementary we went into

20 amacheco high school Christian. Of course the Jewish

21 parents had to pay double fee for teaching the children.

22 While was in the elementary school never felt any

23 discrimination from the Gentile side because we had not much

24 connections or with children we were Jews we played

25 together and we lived together as Jews.



In the high school we call them high school

right from the fifth grade up to the socalled 10th or 12th

because we just called for low high and other for high high

school. Then it started to begin the discrimination not as

much as separating us from the other kids but the constant

reminder that we are Jews. When we were running into the room

they used to say oh we feel some Jewish smell over here

like solet.

Q. Right. The food

10 A. The Jewish food. And as we grow older of

11 course from the German side were coming more and more bad

12 news. They started to be more antisemites. After graduation

13 went to the agricultural college where we had to sit in the

14 last row of the class.

15 Q. What about what year was that when you went

16 to agricultural college

17 A. That was in 1935 1935. Its three year

18 college three years college and graduated. Of course

19 every winter they had sort of pogram-like thing like

20 beating up the Jews which wasnt much of success because

21 there was always someone that tipped us off that its going to

22 be so we didnt show up. But everyday we were reminded that

23 we were Jews. Not as much as the teachers or professors.

24 very few but mostly almost all of the Gentile students.

25 Some of them was nice those who tipped us off but most of



them was antisemite.

Then from 1938 until 1940 wasnt much of

change except one rule after the other was coming against the

Jewish population of Hungary. think it was in 1937 when the

first antiJewish law came. Then we had two more before the

complete takeover took place. In 19 stop it.

So in 1938 and 1940 we saw that the antisemite

attacks were coming verbal or physical. But in 1940 think

this is the time when Hitler attacked Yugoslavia and the

10 Hungary side of Yugoslavia came the first labor camp rule.

11 That meant all of the Jewish boys who were in military age

12 had to report was put in instead of the labor camp instead

13 am sorry instead of the military they were put into

14 labor camp. At that time of course was no Russian war yet

15 so all these forced labor was done in the Hungarian territory.

16 Then was in the labor camp in Hungary. We

17 went to about two or three different towns even more and

18 they discharged me in 1941 and then they called me in for

19 service that is after when in 1941 June Hitler attacked

20 Russia. They called me in for service because that would

21 have been labor service. somehow maneuvered not to

22 participate but by 1942 it was almost no way to get away

23 with it especially if somebody was completely healthy.

24 So in 1942 November after it was on my

25 birthday November 19 an order came out which appeared on



all kind of walls and papers and everywhere that the Jewish

people of military age have to report for labor work. And of

course it was set up like if somebody was born between 1910

and 1913 would have to report in November 23. People were

born in 1924 to 27 am sorry in 1915 to 1917 would have

to report to so had to go and the place where had to

report called Pifkala-dad.

was over there for about week and troop

troop builtup exact copy of the military units except we

10 didnt have arms but we had shovels pickax and so forth. Or

11 the only thing they gave us these tools and yellow arm band.

12 As matter of fact the yellow arm band still have it over

13 here. And from then we were sent to town by the name of

14 Juma and in Juina the battalion consisted of three companies.

15 Each company consisted of 240 men just like the military.

16 And we had an officer how do you call it the petty

17 officer and then we had about 12 to 14 guards.

18 So we went over in Juma for about three weeks

19 then we got the order we would be shipped out to Russia. Now

20 on the way to Russia because have to mention this for the

21 memory of the prime minister at that time. His name was

22 Carli Miklos who was absolutely not antiseinite. He was

23 rather so-called Jewish lover. He liked the Jews. My

24 father and him grew up together in Nochalas. He was about

25 four or five years younger than my father and mention this



because the day that we were shipped to Russia and on the way

to Russia but still in Hungary my commanding officer got

telegram from the prime minister that Andrew Engle has to be

sent home for two weeks. They blew their top in the wagons

that is the officer.

So after two weeks it didnt turn out to be too

good of step because after two weeks had to report back.

And was sent out to Russia to my troops to my company two

weeks later but was there all by myself thrown into

10 regular military unit in order that they somehow will find my

11 company and put me in. So they couldnt find because by that

12 time that was in January the Russians broke through. It was

13 turmoil. Everybody was escaping. really had good time.

14 They didnt know what to do with me. Those guys were fairly

15 nice to me the soldiers. They were crying more than they

16 were fighting. had the Jew had to calm them down. had

17 to throw this in because this was the way it was.

18 So after long search they finally found

19 company which wasnt mine. It was company from Budapest.

20 Unfortunately that company was socalled punishment company.

21 So just found was Jew. They didnt give damn about me.

22 was just as punished as the other one was for no reason.

23 It would be too much to tell them what they did

24 day and night not only the beating the hunger and the lice

25 and everything. It was hell.



So half year later they found my company and

they all thought was dead. By that time the company had --

the original 240 it wasnt more than 30 or 40. The rest of

them all perished actually. Probably two or three survived

in the end in Russia and came back. But later on even this

30 or 40 died out because of the beating the hunger and

because they had typhus the typhus caused by the lice. It

was not possible just to boil our clothing to kill it.

So our work in Russia consisted of building roads

10 cleaning 150 meters to the left 150 meters to the right of

11 the railroad tracks or roads fleeing from the trees because

12 of the constant partisan attacks. Thats one thing.

13 The other thing was of course was an attack or

14 retreat. If they said that the road is mined then the

15 simplest thing was they said because the fighting force were

16 gone also most places. The labor camp the Jews so the

17 simplest thing was to tell 50 Jews. Go ahead. Step in line.

18 Can interject little story

19 One night as we were traveling mean going

20 through minefield behind me few meters behind me

21 exploded and one man was completely blown to pieces. What

22 did is took off his name from his backpack you know to

23 somehow notify the survivors in Hungary. And we were lucky we

24 found his company. dont know how this man got over there

25 traveled to get off and just got lost and mixed up with our



company. So the man was not the man whose name was on the

backpack. He was carrying for somebody else backpack for

piece of bread. And its lucky thing that we didnt tell

them because at home they would think he was dead.

So this was the socalled jobs we had to do

without food without sufficient food. The little food that

we got first the guard stole it spent it to the girls or

just give it away or they ate it. If you wanted to get some

extra food then we had to give them bon bon which meant

10 that we gave letter for him addressed to our parents Please

11 pay such and such amount when he shows up with this note and

12 thats the way we paid him off.

13 Q. Could you just go back and tell us what the

14 labor camps were like that you were sent to first and what

15 you did there

16 A. That labor camp was in 1940 as mentioned.

17 That was during the Yugoslavian occupation. At that time was

18 no war outside of the Hungarian borders. So the Jews get

19 together the militaryage group Jews doing roadwork.

20 Q. Just men

21 A. Just men. No. No. No. The women had nothing

22 to do until the deportation was nothing.

23 Q. So you did roadwork

24 A. Pardon me

25 Q. You say you did roadwork



A. Roadworks. We were sent to farms and so forth

but tell you the 240 men did about $150 value of work in one

day. Its more of harassment. More of satisfy the other

was that the Jews are not at home while Gentiles in the

service. So it didnt make sense but what makes sense in

Hungary nothing.

have when was talking about the hunger

have to bring up the Russians not the Ukranians. Just the

Russians. The Russians were generally good to us. They felt

10 the same broken down feeling as we had and as much as they

11 were able to help they were helping us.

12 For instance when we were in villages and we

13 were driven back from the work to our place for nighttime the

14 Russian women not one not two but dozens of them was walking

15 alongside of us hiding pieces of we call them puchershum

16 which was little bitty breadlike thing under their little

17 apron. No matter how much the guards were hollering and

18 trying to hold them back they were throwing bread into our

19 marching Jewish boys. We were of course trying to catch it

20 in the air in the crowd. It didnt matter where it fell. It

21 was food. How dirty it was. So they were nice.

22 Not the Ukranians. The Ukranians were quite

23 antisemite even at the time when they really saw that the

24 the blind was able to see that the war was lost for them but

25 they was still hollering and yelling cacush which was
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Jews finished. Everytime they said crable or Jews they

were spitting. So these were the Ukranians. You couldnt

depend on them.

The place where started off with my trucks to

come back that was in Uraneg which is quite near

Nester. And we were coming back all these it was almost

two years when we reached the Hungarian borders. It was back

and forth back and forth depending how many Russians were

coming. The Russians had attacked. They were coming in and

10 they withdrew. We had to go back that is the military force.

11 They attacked again. It was seesaw but they were coming for

12 sure.

13 When we reached the Hungarian border we

14 actually reached actually twice the Hungarian borders.

15 That was in 1944 March when we reached the first time. That

16 was all snow in the Carpanthian Mountains and then we were

17 sent back to Poland again of course because the Russians

18 were back. Thats where they was attacking.

19 Then came about September and we were still

20 around the Carpanthians Mountains which is Galicia and the

21 Czechoslovakia border. And they sent have to mention

22 that because we had such losses that there were the original

23 240 by that time it was about 25 to 30. So what they did

24 all of the time in order to keep the troop number which in my

25 case was 1068 guess they needed kind of alibi. The
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smart Hungarians in the hierarchy figuring they have to cover

themselves in case if they would survive. So in order to

preserve this 1068 to keep them alive they sent always

fresh Jewish troops and they filled up also. So our number

was always in the neighborhood of 240 200 whatever fill it

up again. Sometimes they merged two or three and got the same

number.

So at any rate by that time going back now

we were still in Colsiya. had my chance to reciprocate

10 the Hungarians generosity. At that time in the spring of

11 1944 when we were on the other side of the Czechoslovakian

12 border in Colsiya Poland the village name was Ardzalusa.

13 And at that time by that time knew that in Hungary they

14 gather up the Jews that is my parents my cousins my uncles

15 my brothers brotherinlaw nieces and nephew into camps for

16 deportation.

17 MRS. ENGLE First in ghetto.

18 A. First in ghetto. Then the way it was in Rodien.

19 Then when my card came back with the note on it

20 by the Hungarian postal office that it cannot locate the

21 parents and so when got my post card what wrote home

22 because it was legal to write post card once month

23 sometimes they didnt let us for two or three months.

24 Sometimes they let us two or three times in month when it

25 said that the letter came back from my what wrote to my
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parents that their whereabouts are unknown decided it was

time to get back but how.

In Osaloosa we had not commanding

officer but it was an ammunition depot where one of the high

ranking officers was from the same town was from and

because everybody knew my father he trusted me and he told

me to gather up about 20 Jewish boys and you will be in

charge to take care of the ammunition depot. Of course you

will have soldiers over there. They will give the orders but

10 you have to give the orders for the -- down to the Jewish

11 people Jewish boys.

12 And all -- what we would have to do everytime

13 the trucks are coming from the front we had to load them up

14 back and forth and to take care of the ammunition depot we

15 had to camouflage. That meant we had to cut down three

16 branches plant it around the boxes so they shouldnt be seen

17 from the air.

18 Then because of the Jewish boys from Northern

19 Hungary they were way back not way back few years back

20 were Czechoslovakia citizens. Hitler busted up Czechoslovakia

21 and divided it but these Jewish people was not like the

22 Hungarians the socalled motherland. They were vicious

23 because their parents and their families were already deported

24 and they were always asking me to do something with the

25 ammunitions. So we decided that all the pakna
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So told them because we have the ammunition

of the mechanical grenade and kept four men opening up

taking out some of the powder so it would whatever they

will do it aint go the way its supposed to.

Also kept four five of the Jewish boys up

in the hills where all the stolen cattle cattle that they

stole from the Polish people it was five or six hundred and

persuaded my commanding officer over there who was from

Mir-akasa to why not to send up those boys up there to

10 milk the cow. My gosh we would have cheese butter

11 everything. Of course he was going along.

12 used the guys to get in touch with the

13 partians up in the hills and they did. We gave to the

14 partisans the partisans spoke Hungarian and we stole

15 Hungarian uniforms. They dressed up in Hungarian uniforms

16 Polish partisans. They came over there and we just loaded up

17 thecoaches all the mines they needed. We knew the Russians

18 are coming so fast. Nobody ever make an inventory. If they

19 will make the Russian soldiers didnt come we took

20 chance.

21 The other thing was have to tell you would

22 not do but understood these Czechoslovakians Hungarian

23 Jews that the empty trucks were coming back from the front

24 was going back with German wounded and they had no mercy

25 toward them. Most of them died before they got to the
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hospital with the help of the Jews.

Q. Of the Czechoslovakian Jews

A. Because they wanted to get even for their

parents. It was nice or not we did what we were told. That

cheapest thing in the war is the Jewish blood. We were

telling also that we were less than the manure because the

manure will enrich the soil but the Jews are not. So they

builtup an anger. understood what they did but closed

my eyes.

10 Q. Could you tell us something about what happened

1l to your family then Were they devoured

12 A. By that time one or two of our employed people

13 on the farm told me that they were the first to the ghetto

14 and from the ghetto they were sent out to Auschwitz.

15 Somehow saved the very first post card that

16 sent home that was way back in 1942 but didnt receive

17 any other cards except the 1944 May June cards which came

18 from my parents from my sisters from our men and some of the

19 men who talked with my parents in the ghetto.

20 And saved and never departed never.

21 reforged papers. Thats the way we lived in Budapest after

22 we got away from the labor camp. We always had every two

23 weeks different name in order to change in order not to

24 find us. And somehow didnt -- this is about 40 or 50 or

25 about 30 or 40 cards never wanted to part from no matter
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what kind of papers had. But if they would search me they

would find this and would be shot. have this and these

are the post cards translated explained it and gave it to

different archives libraries. So all these letters was

getting from my parents and friends and sisters.

Q. They sent you the letters from Auschwitz before

they were deported

A. even have the very last one. Then Ididnt

hear anything but knew what happened because we all knew

10 they were dead.

11 Q. Your father and your mother and your sisters

12 A. My two sisters their children and one of my

13 brotherinlaws. My brother survived because he was also in

14 labor camp but he was in labor camp in Hungary. He wasnt in

15 Auschwitz.

16 Q. None of the others survived

17 A. No. Oh my sister was nine months pregnant when

18 she was thrown into the wagon. And so as the war was ending

19 they became more ruthless the Hungarians because the Germans

20 were always ruthless. And we were so was sent have

21 to go back to the place where was the socalled head of

22 ammunition or at the end of it as was helping the Russians

23 who were coming we had to go back to our little company and

24 get up and walk and walk.

25 We got an order because it was in August that
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the Hungarian government didnt give us any kind of clothing.

So ten men we were sent to Budapest to pick up winter

clothing. You have to understand the military. Military goes

on their own way which is stupid because everybody we

never thought it was going to last that long.

At any rate we were sent ten of us two guards

to Budapest. Of course as soon as we arrived to Budapest we

went awo1. Only the two guards wherever they were

dont remember. What happened is that the Russians really

10 came and they attack all they had left about 20 to 30 men

11 you know. But it came March 16 March 16 when the Germans

12 completely took over and

13 MRS. ENGLE 44

14 A. 1944 yeah. And took over and then in 1944

15 September if am correct could be September or October

16 they reported the Hungarian governor saw that this is it and

17 he called the allies that is Americans and Russians that

18 they are going to give up. And the Germans were furious. So

19 they arrested him. They arrested by that time the prime

20 minister for long time was in hiding. Almost year now

21 he was hiding in the Turkish embassy.

22 So in and in Budapest it was almost

23 impossible to survive at least we thought. We decided we are

24 going to go back to our troops to the company.

25 By that time the company finally we found it
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was in Guda--ro which was the summer resort of the governors

and the high people. So we went back and we thought we were

going to get whats coming to us. Instead of the commanding

officer kissed us. Why Because he thought if he wouldnt

have enough men he will be sent to the west side of the

Danube which meant he has to go and continue and continue

this war. Now for 40 men. All together we were 40.

Q. Jews

A. Jews. We really had it good. Everybody was

10 hungary we still was going and getting food and supplies for

11 240 men. And we had about ten pair of horses.

12 MRS. ENGLE By that time there wasnt any Jews

13 in Hungary.

14 A. By that time the Jews were deported except the

15 people in Budapest. Then he finally did the commanding

16 officer got the order to go to the west side of the Danube.

17 Then we went in and we forged papers that we were directed to

18 go to this and this these are all forged.

19 With this forged paper three of us went to

20 Budapest back again. And the way we went is they always

21 tried to get ahead of two or three soldiers that it should

22 look like they were escorting us. They didnt know. We

23 didnt tell them.

24 So we arrived in Budapest. We just went

25 underground. And this underground met my brother
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accidentally on the street of Budapest. It was he came

also awol here from the east part what they call it

Transylvania. So then we were together some other friends of

ours. One day when we were hiding they picked up all of the

Jews put them on truck and they were driving us to machine

gun us. So when the truck slowed down at the curb we just

dropped off because it was nighttime and the way we always

knew they had to go.

So when we were in the hospital and also the

10 Germans came in

11 MRS. ENGLE You were hiding

12 A. We were hiding there as orderly. We were doing

13 every kind of dirty work so we were able to eat and hide. And

14 the Germans came in and we were given we got an order my

15 brother and that we should take woman wounded Swiss to

16 the Swiss Consulate. So we took her on stretcher took her

17 to the car climbed up to the car we told the car to drive

18 so thats the way we got away from that possible death.

19 And we went to the Swiss consulate. Then the

20 Germans came in. Then we had to go back to the so on and

21 on and on until finally the Russians came in actually the

22 Romanians came. From then on we had to live in different

23 way. We didnt have to survive. We just had to no parents.

24 In 1946 January then married my wife who

25 knew as college boy in Debradur. And we lived for year
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or so in Hungary. And because the only surviving

brotherinlaw who really liked very much was killed in

1946 August -- 45.

MRS. ENGLE 45 no.

A. 46 August. Because we married in

MRS. ENGLE It was pogram in Hungary.

A. They killed my brother-inlaw. Also they killed

another Jew.

Q. Thats after the war

10 A. Because the Hungarians were and still just as

11 antisemite as they were in 1956 after when the Hungarian

12 revolution they gathered up already the Jewish nurses in

13 hospital and they told the nurses Jewish doctors you have

14 to eat at separate table. They have to be separate. In

15 other areas they already made the list of the Jews when are

16 they going to kill them. The Hungarians in way were worse

17 than the Germans.

18 In Russia the no matter what the Germans

19 was murderers and doesnt deserve any mercy but we liked to

20 work for the Germans more than the Hungarians. The Hungarians

21 were our nationality. Because the Germans when they wanted

22 us to work they gave us food to eat but the Hungarians no.

23 For instance the Germans said that is big log.

24 If two Jews cannot take it take four or six but that log has

25 to go somewhere. But the Hungarians if it was six they said
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no two should carry it and they were beating. So that was

the difference. Both of them deserved to sink.

MRS. ENGLE So in 46

A. Then we decided right there after the pogram

that we are going to leave Hungary. When was youngster

hated to live in Hungary because was second third

fifthrate citizen. wasnt human being. didnt feel

was.

So then went up to the American Consulate.

10 They asked me where was and so forth what kind of

11 education did get. said went to Hungarian agricultural

12 college and they said that am lucky because Hungary is an

13 enemy state doesnt have any kind of quota except parents

14 and children under 18. One more thing agricultural college.

15 Didnt need farmers.

16 And thats how we came. And we came just like

17 that in 47 April. We had to come so fast like that because

there was not any other way just to come airplane and the

19 highest helped us to get the money. So paid the highest

20 over there. They got the ticket. We came to the United

21 States without penny.

22 Q. Could you tell us did you know anyone or do you

23 have relatives or friends who were saved by Ralph Wallenberg

24 A. Ralph Wallenberg tell you frankly never

25 heard about him just after the war because sort of was
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satisfied. knew papers werent worth damn thing. Any

kind of papers whether it was Swedish was risk. It was

psychological crutch we were leaning on. You thought you had

something. You have paper. But too bad the paper was

just as good as long as they didnt ask for it. If they ask

for it its almost 99 percent they didnt accept it and all

it had to do the Nazis just take nail under the door

under doorway to check under doorway to check if we are

circumsized or not because the Christians were not.

10 MRS. ENGLE It was almost no way for

11 HungarianJewish man to escape.

12 A. Going back to Walenberg his greatest thing was

13 that he went personally and got the Jews out because the paper

14 didnt mean anything.

15 MRS. ENGLE We didnt know it.

16 A. It was so many false papers. For instance in

17 Budapest was working in one of the printing shops. was

18 busy stealing identification cards and rubbing it off and

19 passing it to the others who forged signatures and stamps

20 and so forth.

21 So one day they came out with that paper the

22 next day you could get it forged. So the paper was as good as

23 they didnt ask for it. You leaned on it. You had something

24 in your hand. It was rainbow. You couldnt reach anything.

25 Any questions
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Q. When you were child was your family at all

religious or what kind

A. Its coming to me. My grandfather was Orthodox

very religious. My father was status quo which means in

between the Nivalov and the Orthodox was in between. was

Kosher at home but to tell you frankly when we went out

we we had in the beginning different dishes for the meal

but later on we sort of myself wasnt religious.

just went along because was ordered to. wasnt much of

10 believer then. always put question mark all those things.

11 Now am not religious but just as good Jew as the other one

12 even better. My brother lives in Israel. love Israel. And

13 wish could live over there but cant. That climate.

14 Its humid and hot and hard for me to breath over there.

15 We work hard over here. And my philosophy was

16 over here if make $2 day its still more than made in

17 1942 43 44 and 45. was able to be satisfied always.

18 Maybe restless but satisfied. didnt look at it in the

19 monetary way. am grateful.

20 Q. You were very lucky.

21 A. was lucky.

22 Q. You had lot of very lucky experiences.

23 MRS. ENGLE The way how we were able to come

24 out of Hungary that was such rare thing.

25 A. People were giving away all of their wealth to
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come.

MRS. ENGLE And legally came out legally came

in legally came out from Hungary was unheard of at that

time in 47 to get Hungarian passport. We happened to have

friends who helped us legally and everything was legal.

A. The Russian had an officer who gave stamped

the passport that could go out from Hungary was

Hungarianborn man Jew who was my when he was little boy

was my next door neighbor. went to his brother because

10 couldnt go to the Russian Consulate. gave it to his

11 brother who of course he was also neighbor and he just

12 took it. Next day it was stamped.

13 MRS. ENGLE Everybody else had to -- even if

14 you come here

15 A. Etta had girlfriend.

16 MRS. ENGLE Who was from my childhood who was

17 the secretary to give passports and she pushed it through.

18 And were not political. If we would have been anything

19 politics they wouldnt let us but we were lucky.

20 A. It didnt make sense. Whatever you did in

21 Russia all you needed was an nowadays raising children

22 especially in the 60s you needed 10 percent knowhow to

23 raise the child and 90 percent luck.

24 MRS. ENGLE We were lucky.

25 A. Now we have two children. boy and girl
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married and grandchildren too.

MRS. ENGLE Twins.

Q. Twins

A. Just few remarks. In the labor camp we

considered good day day when we were not beaten up. And

of course you always tried to joke to make little bit

bearable the lives.

Our menu was breakfast nothing lunch was the

same and the dinner is the leftovers. And the other thing

10 was because our clothing which we had to supply sometime

11 it was supplied by somebody who died.

12 In Poland as we were coming towards Hungary

13 the Russians were coining behind us. We stopped in village

14 where all the Jews were ordered to be deported killed at that

15 time. And we went into house where the rabbi of that

16 village was and wanted to bring something present. How

17 naive was. thought would go home and find everybody at

18 home so wanted to bring present to my nephew.

19 took picked up mishmeis with the signature

20 on the top leaf of the rabbi who was supposedly famous.

21 carried this for months and months. Its so hard to carry

22 anywhere anything. That big book was just added to the

23 burden. Then when found out that they were all deported

24 and knew that they are not coming back especially the

25 youngsters just threw it away.
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One more story when we were deep in Russia we

were working for dont know its called pioneers who

builds bridges and roads and all those things. And the

soldiers were really cruel to us beating and so forth. One

of them was boasting how many Jews he killed. Couple of years

later that was in the Hungarian border in the mountains

Carpanthian mountains that guy recognized me. And he said to

me turned religious. know committed the crime. What

can do

10 told him to eat piece of bread for every Jew

11 everyday. have never seen never because he got smart.

12 Those were the good ones because lot of them never got

13 smart. But he know he committed crime to kill Jews. Not

14 much rejoicing this story.

15 Also the same place now something thats

16 flashed back not far from us were bunch of little German

17 boys 12 13 14 years old exercising there over in the

18 mountains. dont know German but one of the fellow of mine

19 translated these little kids. They were just started

20 cussing out Hitler. How can you win the war They dont

21 really believe it.

22 Another thing also story that was in

23 Collamar which is Polish town. The Russians were coming.

24 We saw them up on the hill. And when the Russians were coming

25 they always let the people and the soldiers go to the stores
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and help themselves but first always the soldiers the

Hungarians. Being Jew went with them. didnt want any

kind of merchandise. went to the cash register because

knew the money isnt worth anything but knew that they were

exchanging food for merchandise and found lot of eggs and

Q. In the cash register

A. The cash register its not just like the

boxes over there. So filled all of my pockets with eggs

and spent little bit more time than should because by

10 that time they let the people come into rob them to help

11 themselves. was trying to get out. couldnt. They

12 squeeze me all over. had about two dozen eggs in my pocket.

13 By the time got out just change. had broken eggs all

14 over. Also at Col-amar that was rainy day. And the

15 Germans were just running away on horseback on coaches and

16 everything. And saw Hitlers picture on the road and the

17 coaches andthe horses were stepping on the picture of Hitler.

18 Gosh that was the most beautiful sight have ever seen.

19 That was the war. Its just survival. The only thing is food.

20 We put once we were very desperate. What we

21 would like to have best beautiful blonde or piece of

22 bread It was unanimous bread. Thats hunger.

23 Okay. When we found dead animals like sheeps

24 horses sheeps what we did we cut off the fat from the

25 sheeps and kept it because the fat held out quite long time.
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But if you found horses the only way to survive on it when

it was wintertime because it was frozen horsemeat so we just

use chopped off from behind part of the horse skinned it

and used the horse.

Q. What did you do with the fat from the sheep

A. We used it when we had time. We -- how do you

call it make cracklings.

Q. Like chicken fat

A. We use the fat to put it on the bread and

10 crackling we ate it but it was terrible. Sheeps fat is

11 Q. Doesnt have good odor.

12 A. It was good for us. Anything.

13 It wasnt anything special. Pure fat. It was

14 good. Also we didnt eat more than two years absolutely no

15 fruit so Vitamin which is lot in the fruit we didnt

16 have. And talking about delicacies like chocolate and we

17 just knew the name of it or remembered how it looked.

18 But as said no fruit no sweet stuff. We

19 only had whenever the Russians came and they blew the

20 warehouses up then we went in and tried to get as much as we

21 can. But you couldnt get it from the people because they

22 didnt have another story. That was close to the Hungarian

23 borders just few miles.

24 Russians were coming. The new troops of Hungary

25 were coming with new boots and all those things. They formed
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battlelirie just like its written in the books. Of course

they day and onehalf later we saw them running back like

nothing.

Somehow really dont know how did it happen

that found myself with horse and horsedrawn coach full of

supplies and the soldiers were asking me if they can sit on

it because its kind of load which they were transporting to

the fighting force. said Go ahead. We were going for

few miles. All of them was ordered to go back to the front

10 which was just couple three miles away. So was going all

11 by myself snow all over hearing all kinds of artillary fire.

12 Once in while some gunfight. better check on it whats

13 in the coach.

14 What was over there was lot of butter and the

15 combination of boots. dont know why but half of them full

16 of butter the other filled with boots. In Hungarian it

17 doesnt start. Thats the first class merchandise you could

18 ever get. So in next village started to sell.

19 At that time met Andreas and gave him about

20 eight orten pounds of butter. Didnt cost me penny. Then

21 got one of the peasants who was making gave me half of

22 roasted goose. give the shoes boots everything. next

23 day knew that horse was not mine. Somebody will take it.

24 One of the soldiers.

25 Also we did the same thing because when was
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with this ammunition depot was in charge with all of the

boys even those who were with the cattle. So we were the

last ones who left the place before the Russians were came.

After us the pioneers were blowing up that was in the

mountains -- blowing up the bridges.

So one evening we went into the house. We were

very hungary. We didnt have breakfast or lunch. And we told

them if you give us roast duck and fried eggs and bread give

you five cows. We always did very good business when we

10 had the chance. For good dinner we got for five cows.

11 dont know what the Russians did with the five cows but we

12 had our dinner.

13 Next day the Russians were over there if

14 cattle got lost got lost we knew nobody will ever count it

15 because it was all turmoil over there.

16 MRS. ENGLE They had completely different

17 experiences than what we had there in concentration camp even

18 where was they didnt

19 A. We had chance to get in touch with the people.

20 MRS. ENGLE We couldnt trust with other

21 nationalities who were there as prisoners too but where

22 was in Vienna

23 A. One of my men over there he hardly spoke

24 Hungarian. He spoke Czechoslovakian. He spoke of course

25 Yiddish. dont speak Yiddish but somehow we understood
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each other. He was very strong man. He always was with

horses all his lifetime. So near Satmar where whats his

name

Q. Farcus

A. Not Farcus.

Q. Eli Wiezel

A. Very near about five or six miles was this huge

big cornfield. The Russians were up on the hill. So never

wanted to get off. could have go to the Russian side

10 anytime but my main goal was to get into Hungary and save my

11 parents if can. couldnt.

12 So then going back to this story he says to his

13 guard with every Jew traveled with guard he said Gosh

14 have such diarrhea.

15 Now the guard was by that time

16 RumanianHungarian and thats from the he doesnt speak

17 good Hungarian either. So he says to that friend of mine

18 he said have diarrhea. have to go to the cornfield.

19 So he went to the cornfield that was two oclock and the

20 guard was still waiting for him at eight oclock. By that

21 time he was already in Russian uniforms.

22 Q. He waited for him for five hours

23 A. He was Rumanian soldier. He didnt speak good

24 Hungarian. He was guard.

25 Another interesting thing. bet 95 percent of
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the men didnt cook as good as they were talking about because

everybody was talking about food food. It was almost was

going to be fist fight. How much salt you are supposed to

put in certain kind of dish Even the men who didnt know

how to boil water everybody was cooking in their mind about

the food. How to do it.
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